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Within a joint resarch project of the Norwegian Center for O�shore Wind Energy (NORCOWE) and the

Center for Wind Energy Resarach (ForWind) the institutions are looking for a motivated masters student

for a thesis project entitled:

Case study of a low-level-jet event within the Southern North Sea

Background:

Low-level jets (LLJ) are vertically limited areas of high wind speed which are a common feature in

the Southern North Sea region particular during south-easterly to south-westerly winds when warm air

(inland air) is advected over the cold sea and fetches are short. These jets do occur at heights relevant

for o�shore wind energy utilisation and can impose strong loads on o�shore wind turbines. Within

the o�shore measurement campaign OBLEX-F1 (O�shore Boundary Layer Experiment at FINO1) an

intensive measurement campaign within the German Bight is carried out by NORCOWE and several

partner institutions. The data from the experiment allows for an intensive and detailed study of the

marine atmospheric boundary layer.

Objectives:

Within this master project, the wind data from remote sensing (LiDAR) and met mast will be analysed

to determine periods during which LLJ occurred. Afterwards a detailed study of the meteorological

conditions favourable for o�shore LLJ generation will be conducted based on in-situ and remote sensing

data from the OBLEX-F1 campaign.

Requirements:

A bachelor's degree in meteorology, physics, engineering or related �elds and a keen interest in o�shore

meteorology and wind energy are required. The candidate should have a good knowledge in programming

and data visualisation languages (Matlab, NCL, R or python).

Framework Conditions:

The student will mainly be supervised by his/her home institution. The length of the project and other

boundary conditions will be de�ned according to the examination regulations of the home institution. A

short (1-2 month) stay (�nancial support possible) at the respective partner institution is desirable.

Contact:

Martin Dörenkämper

Energy Meteorology Group

Institute of Physics, University of Oldenburg

martin.doerenkaemper@uni-oldenburg.de

Dr. Detlev Heinemann

Head of Energy Meteorology Group

Institute of Physics, University of Oldenburg

detlev.heinemann@uni-oldenburg.de

EMPTY-LINE

Prof. Dr. Joachim Reuder

Experimental Meteorology Group

Geophysical Institute, University of Bergen

joachim.reuder@uib.no
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